
Project Title

How big can anything grow?

Year  

Crew 1

Term

Summer 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 

Concept Growth / Seasons / Change / Nutrition/ Size

Books The Extraordinary Gardener (Literacy Counts) 
James and the Giant Peach


Pattan’s Pumpkin

Mr Big


Wangari’s Tree of Peace

The Enormous Turnip


The Chocolate Cake - poem 


The Three Little Pigs (Literacy Counts) 
Funny Bones 

The Boy Who Grew Dragons 
The Shrinking of Treehorn 
Once There Were Giants  

When I was one  - poem revisit  

Writing Recount / Instructions Recount / Instructions Recount / Instructions Recount / Instructions Performance Poetry Performance Poetry Narrative Twisted 
Narrative 

Narrative Twisted 
Narrative 

Narrative Twisted 
Narrative 

Narrative Twisted 
Narrative 

designing garden - 
lists and plans 

designing garden lists 
and plans 

Grammar Sentence Accuracy 
Capital Letters and Full Stops 

Verbs 
Noun Phrases  

Alternative Pronunciations

Sentence Accuracy  
combining clauses with and 

Sequencing sentences to write short narratives  
Plural noun suffixes 

Cross Curricular  
Writing

About Creation Stories Recipe for Smoothie Making an evaluation 
pro forma 

Facts about William 
Morris

Facts about Van Gogh

Maths consolidation Multiplication and 
Division

Multiplication and 
Division

Multiplication and 
Division

money halves and quarters halves and quarters Place value place value positional language time consolidation 

PHSE/RSE/
NoOutsiders

Key question - What 
helps us to stay healthy?

Key question - What can 
we do with money?

No Outsiders  - My 
Grandpa is amazing 
(Fathers Day link)

link with Jackson 
Gardens residents 

No Outsiders - Max the 
Champion 

R..E Our Planet 

What is our world like? How did our world 
begin?

Creation Stories What harms our 
world?

How can we take care of our world ? 

    Changes within Living Memory

Once there were 
Giants - growth over 
time 

Comparing babies and 
children and adults 

changes over time 

Significant People William Morris Vincent Van Gogh 

Geography Name the continents of the World Name the oceans of the world

Do all plants grow in 
the same countries ?

Do all plants grow in 
the same countries ?

Which Oceans do the 
biggest creatures and 
smallest creatures live in?

Which Oceans do the 
biggest creatures and 
smallest creatures live in?

Art Drawing Painting 

line drawings light and shade observational drawing observational drawing observational drawing observational drawing William Morris William Morris William Morris Van Gogh Van Gogh Van Gogh

Music Charanga “Your Imagination” Charanga  “Reflect Rewind Replay”

DT Making a fruit smoothie Designing  and making a garden in a box 

Explore and taste test 
different fruits for the 
smoothie 

Try out different 
combinations of fruit  
in a smoothie 

write up recipe for the 
selected recipe 

make the smoothies (to 
sell to link with maths ./ 
PSHE)

Evaluation of the 
smoothie 

investigate structures 
of boxes 
use provision to 
experiment with 
building boxes 

investigate structures 
of boxes 
use provision to 
experiment with 
building boxes 

plan our garden - see 
examples  - discuss 
design brief around 
edible garden

build boxes and 
prepare gardens 

display gardens evaluate our  
gardens 

Science Plants   Animals  / Seasonal Change 

deciduous and 
evergreen trees  
parts of trees

planting seeds 
parts of plants 
edible plants

identifying plants 
planting seeds 

identifying plants  
life cycle of a plant 

importance of insects 
(bees)

Life Cycles of insects How big is a whale ? 
Compare calf to adult  
animal families 

parts of the human 
body / babies to adults 

Structure of variety of 
animals including pets 

Seasonal changes  /
weather 

Seasonal change / 
weather 

How big have our 
sunflowers grown?

Computing                Digital Literacy                                                                                 Computing Science  - Mini Beasts                                                                                              

I can use a search 
engine 

I can use technology 
to present my ideas 

I can organise store 
and retrieve my digital 
work

I can collect and sort 
data 

E-Safety as above

Visitors/Trip Visits The Orchard (On 
going)

Chester Zoo Little Wood - Rangers Walton Hall Gardens 
visit 


